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ABSTRACT
In this work, we evaluate the importance of Passages in blogs
especially when we are dealing with the task of Opinion
Detection. We argue that passages are basic building blocks of
blogs. Therefore, we use Passage-Based Language Modeling
approach as our approach for Opinion Finding in Blogs. Our
decision to use Language Modeling (LM) in this work is totally
based on the performance LM has given in various Opinion
Detection Approaches. In addition to this, we propose a novel
method for bi-dimensional Query Expansion with relevant and
opinionated terms using Wikipedia and Relevance-Feedback
mechanism respectively. We also compare the impacts of two
different query terms weighting (and ranking) approaches on final
results. Besides all this, we also compare the performance of three
Passage-based document ranking functions (Linear, Avg, Max).
For evaluation purposes, we use the data collection of TREC
Blog06 with 50 topics of TREC 2006 over TREC provided best
baseline with opinion finding MAP of 0.3022. Our approach gives
a MAP improvement of almost 9.29% over best TREC provided
baseline (baseline4).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval - Query formulation, Relevance feedback, Search
process.
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Experimentation
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1. I&TRODUCTIO&
Blogs are very important source of opinions which motivates
researchers to focus on opinion detection in blogs. This is the
reason TREC introduced a Blog track in 2006 known as TREC
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Blog Track with the release of blog data collection. The data
collection is 148GB in size [1]. TREC has also provided the query
relevance assessments (qrels) for this collection. In our work we
are using this data collection using topics of TREC2006. We are
dealing with two TREC tasks in this work i.e. Baseline adhoc
retrieval task and Opinion Finding task. However the focus of our
work is on the latter. We propose a passage-based LM approach
for retrieving opinion documents. This work is impressed by the
previous work on passage-level LM [2, 3].

2. OUR APPROACH
As previously proposed in the literature, our approach can also be
realized in three basic stages i.e. Data Pre-processing, Topic
Retrieval and Opinion Detection stage. In Data Pre-processing
phase, data collection is cleaned from unnecessary noisy data like
removal of unnecessary HTML tags (like script, style, etc). Links
are also removed in our case. For Topic-Relevance, we are using
TREC provided strongest baseline and Opinion Finding approach
is explained below.

2.1 Opinion-Finding
Our Opinion Detection approach consists of the following three
sub-stages:

2.1.1 Query Expansion
We expand the query twice: once with hyperlinked Proper %ouns
and %amed Entities in Wikipedia page of the title of the query for
set of relevant terms {LREL} and then with opinion terms {LOPI%}
using a kind of relevance (opinion feedback in fact) feedback for
top 10 opinionated and non-opinionated documents. Opinion
terms are extracted from the relevant passages (selected using
terms in {LREL}) of these marked documents found around the
relevant terms. Before this passage selection, all noisy passages
are removed. Duplicates are removed from {LOPI%} and
Subjectivity score of each opinion term is calculated using lexical
resource SentiWord%et [4]. All terms from {LOPI%} with
subjectivity score of zero (or if they do not exist in SW%) are
removed from the set.

Subj (t ) =

%egSW% (t ) + PosSW% (t )
tsense

(1)

In equation 1, %egSW% (t ) is the negative score of the term t (for
all its senses), PosSW% (t ) is the positive score of term t (for all
its senses)

tsense is the total number of senses for term t.

Similarly collection frequency (cf), passage frequency (pf) and
document frequency (df) of all the terms ({LOPI%} and {LREL}) are
calculated. Opinion scores are calculated in two different ways:
like in eq. 2 (labelled ALL in results) and eq. 3 (labelled FREQ in
results). Final scores of opinion terms and relevant terms are
calculated as:

Opin (t ) = (cf * pf * df ) * Subj (t )

(2)

Opin (t ) = (cf * pf * df ) if Subj (t ) >= 0.5
(3)

Opin (t ) = Term is dropped if Subj (t ) < 0.5

ScoreOpin (t ) = Opin (t ) Rel + Opin − Opin(t ) NonRel

(4)

Rel(t ) = (cf * pf * df )

(5)

ScoreRel (t ) = Rel(t ) Rel + Opin − Rel(t ) NonRel

(6)

All terms are ranked according to their final scores, filtered for
most common terms. Top 30 opinion terms are selected for each
topic in addition to their WordNet synonyms and manually
prepared expansions & contractions. A term is given a final
relevance score of zero if answer of eq. 6 results in a negative
value. In the end, we merge both sets of query terms i.e. {LREL}
and {LOPI%} to form a final set of query terms.

2.1.2 Passage-Based Language Model
In our work, we use three passage-based documents scoring
functions that are realized using a Unigram Language Model
shown as below:

1 P
∑ p ( q| gi )
ScoreAvg ( d ) =
P i =1

(7)

ScoreMax ( d ) = max gi ∈ dp ( q | gi )

(8)

%

∏ p(t g )
i

(10)

i =1

Using above eq. leads to a sparse matrix. To avoid this situation,
we use a mixture of three language models: the Collection Model,
the Document Model and the Passage Model itself.

i

2 p (t i d ) + λ 3 p (t i C )

(11)

p(ti g ) = C (tig ) * Score(ti ) Tg

(12)

p(ti d ) = C (tid ) * Score(ti) Td

(13)

p(ti c) = C (tic ) * Score(ti ) Tc

(14)

Where C(tiX)= counts of term ti in X, |TX|=total terms in X. At the
end, each document is given an opinion score which is later on
added with the document relevance score (given in baseline) to
give us a final score for the document. Finally the documents are
re-ranked according to this final score.

3. RESULTS A&D CO&CLUSIO&S
The results show an improvement of almost 9.29% (0.33) in MAP
over baseline results. It’s very clear that the results for ranking
functions Avg and Max are far beyond from the results of Linear
ranking function. It should be noted here that both functions i.e.
Avg and Max are basically representing the score of one passage
of a document while Linear ranking function is basically
representing all the passages of a document which, in a way,
proves our point that it’s not the whole document which can
improve the opinion retrieval but it may be only one passage that
might be talking about the query. Our approach is giving
promising results on TREC Blog 2006 collection but it would be
better to evaluate it with more than one baseline on different data
collections with few improvements in Query Expansion process
and utilizing few other document or passage-based opinion
evidences like document homogeneity.
Table 1. MAP and P@10

Ranking
Function
Avg

Linear

within a document d for a given query q, ScoreMax(d ) is the
score given to document d for a query q on behalf of one of its
passages having maximum score, and ScoreLin ( d ) is a linear
addition of scores of all passages; |P| is the total number of
passages within the document d, gi is the ith passage and p(q|g) is
the probability of generating query q from passage g which can
also be written as shown below:

1

Where λ 1 + λ 2 + λ 3 =1 and

(9)

Where ScoreAvg ( d ) is the average of scores of all passages

∑ λ p (t g ) + λ
ti∈q

Max

P
ScoreLin ( d ) = ∑ p ( q|gi )
i =1

p(q g ) = p(t1 g ) * p(t 2 g ) * ... * p(t% g ) =

p (ti MIX ) =

Metric

ALL

FREQ

MAP

0.3303

0.2735

P@10

0.6340

0.4980

MAP

0.3290

0.2636

P@10

0.6340

0.5280

MAP

0.2342

0.2418

P@10

0.5160

0.5400
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